
Trident: the Integrated Underwater Scooter Electric
164ft depth, two speed levels, dual thrusters provide powerful thruster upto 26lbs



Item 101D Trident Underwater 
Scooter

Meet Trident: Your New
Underwater Best Friend
Life on Earth began in the ocean. And while we humans grew 
legs and lost our fishy gills, the ocean calls us to come back and 
explore. We answered that call with Trident, a streamlined
underwater scooter that helps everyone feel at home in the 
briny deep! Follow your deep sea dreams farther than ever 
before with Trident,bringing you high performance at a low 
price.



Specification



Weight & Dimensions
Trident underwater scooter







Most recreational divers are limited to a depth of 98ft 
(30 m),but Trident can easily travel with more experienced 
and professional divers down to 164 ft(50 m). By reducing 
the time and energy it takes to reach your maximum depths, 
Trident helps you explore deeper ocean environments, 
expand your own diving prowess, and capture magical 
moments with increased ease and flexibility.

Trident s powerful, removable battery runs for 45minutes 
after a full charge and takes only 1.5 hours to recharge. 
That s even less time than it takes to charge your phone! 
Trident also comes with an automatic low battery alert, so 
you ll know when it s time to exchange a spent battery for 
a fully charged one.



No two people see the ocean the same way,and our two-speed 

modes allow for a wide range of underwater experiences. Those

looking to race to new depths can zip along at 4 mph, while others 

hoping to take in the scenic ocean view can cruise by at a leisurely

2.2 mph. Users can toggle between the two modes with just the 

touch of a button,moving through the ocean as naturally as a

dolphin.



We know kids are especially curious about the ocean, and we designed Trident to 

be easy to use for people of all ages. With supervision, children can enjoy 

swimming with Trident just as much as adults. But for parents  peace of mind, we 

have included a child safety lock to prevent accidents and improper usage.

Trident s integrated design looks great from every angle, perfect for your GoPro 

selfies and home videos. More importantly, its streamlined wings decrease water 

resistance, so you can fly through the water quickly, smoothly, and comfortably.



While Trident is running, its natural positive buoyancy is canceled out by its 
powerful motor,making it effectively neutral. You ll never have to worry 
about losing it in the ocean! But when it runs out of power, you can 
conveniently let Trident float to the surface to exchange the battery.

What you do and where you go with Trident is limited only by your 
imagination, so we designed it to be compatible with GoPro and other 
diving devices. Capture your incredible underwater journey on film, or add a 
flashlight to illuminate caves or darker depths.











Design Packaging



Patents
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